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Cocolife Fixed Income Fund, Inc. is an income-oriented mutual fund, which seeks to generate regular interest income, consistent with its policy to preserve capital and to maintain liquidity of its 

investments through a diversified portfolio of corporate bonds, government securities and other fixed income instruments.

Domicile Republic of the Philippines Fund Manager Cocolife Asset Management Co., Inc.
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RISK DISCLOSURE. The value of investments in mutual funds is not guaranteed and will vary from day to day depending on the market value of the individual securities in its portfolio. Factors that can affect the value of these securities include economic conditions, interest rates, 
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Five-year 3.87% 20.90%

Market Recap and Outlook

Fixed Rate Instruments

Currency
Minimum Initial Investment PHP 1,000.00 External Auditor Punongbayan & Araullo

11.83%

Cumulative Return

Minimum Additional Investment PHP 500.00

FUND PERFORMANCE

Compounded Annual Return

56.44%

December 31, 2021
NAVPS

3.2442

* Figures of the funds' performance were based on the fund's actual returns as of December 31, 2021. Note, however, 

that historical performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
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For the month of December, local bonds’ yields dropped by 2 basis points from end-November levels. This is 
the first time that yields reversed after four consecutive months of rise. However, on a year-to-date basis, local 
notes’ yields soared by 91 bps from end-2020 levels. The slight optimism in the façade could be attributed to 
most players cheering on the government’s announcement to remain under Alert Level 2 in December. 
Enterprises and households were merry, in time to the Christmas holidays, as the protocols allowed increased 
capacity for different business and recreational activities. More so, the financial system was well-guarded by 
the local central bank with their decision during their final Monetary Board meeting for the year. The Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) maintained its key policy rates at record lows, keeping the overnight reverse 
repurchase rate at 2%, alongside the overnight deposit and lending rates at all-time lows of 1.5% and 2.5%, 
respectively. BSP Governor Benjamin Diokno said they sees enough scope to keep a patient hand on the BSP’s 
policy levers owing to a manageable inflation environment. However, the potential bounce-back of the 
economy in 2022 was started to become unpromising after news of the Omicron-variant spread in the country, 
which caused the reimposition of lockdowns and stricter protocols at the onset of the new year. 

The Bureau of Treasury (BTr) has rejected all bids for the sale of its Treasury bonds (T-bonds) in December. Had 
the agency accepted all bids, it could have sapped a sum of P40 billion for the two separate auctions. On 
December 7, the Treasury turned down all tenders at the auction for the 10-year notes even as tenders reached 
P42 billion, more than twice the P20 billion up for auction. Had it fully awarded the bonds, the average yield 
would have settled at 5.0710%. Meanwhile, the BTr also rejected all bids for reissued 7-year T-bonds last 
December 14. The government did not accept any tenders for the securities, alongside bid offers of P52 billion, 
more than twice the P20 billion on offer. Had it fully awarded its offer, the reissued seven-year bonds’ average 
yield would have been 4.3950%. 

Meanwhile, the Treasury made a full award on the auction of its Treasury bills (T-bills) last December 13, raking 
a total of P10 billion alongside P53 billion tenders. Broken down, the BTr borrowed P2 billion as planned via the 
issuance of 91-day debt papers which settled an average yield of 1.1250%. Meanwhile, the government raised P3 
billion from the 182-day securities which fetched at an average rate of 1.3850%. For the 364-day bills, the Treasury 
made a full P5-billion award while being quoted at an average rate of 1.6250%. 

The BSP has fully awarded its term deposit facilities (TDFs) during its sale on December 29. Total tenders 
amounted to P535 billion for the last offering for 2021, which surpassed the P400-billion auction volume. Broken 
down, the seven-day term deposits sapped bids of P196 billion, surpassing the P170 billion auction volume while 
the average rate settled at 1.7428%. As for the demand for the two-week deposits, bids amounted to P338 billion, 
higher than the P230-billion offer. As such, the average rate of the paper was recorded at 1.8011%. Meanwhile, 
the BSP fully awarded its short-term securities in an earlier auction on December 17. The central bank raised 
P80 billion from the sale of its 28-day bill as total tenders shored up P104 billion while recording an average rate 
of 1.8534%. 

The local bond market may continue to be silent, transitioning to the new year, as players monitor the progress 
of the PH COVID-19 story. More so, many local players may still show cautiousness and shy away from active 
play as macro figures continue to struggle especially the inflation data and unemployment. Prior to the 
infection resurgence, we expect sound data to be released especially on household consumption and on 
human productivity. The fresh COVID-19 wave brought about by the holidays and the Omicron spread though, 
could curb such growth momentum alongside renewed lockdowns and more restrictive quarantine protocols. 
As means of assuring the stability of the financial façade, traders may mull over the BSP monetary board 
meeting, as such event could stir the pot and dictate the movements on securities’ yields. 
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The Philippine Economy at a Glance

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

December 2021
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GROSS DOMESTIC 

PRODUCT
BSP POLICY RATESINFLATION RATE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Inflation eases to lowest in 12 months. According to the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), the country’s inflation rate slowed to 3.6% in December from 4.2% in 
November. The latest data was the lowest reading in 12 months, since the 3.5% reading in December 2020. The PSA attributed the lower inflation data due to the slower 
increase in the prices of food and transport, but the full-year inflation still exceeded the central bank’s 2.0-4.0% target band. Moreover, this brought the full-year inflation 
average to 4.5%, higher than the 2.6% recorded in 2020 and the revised 4.4% forecast for 2021. Notably, this was the highest average in three years, since the 5.2% logged 
in 2018. 
 
BSP holds rates amid Omicron threat. The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) has decided to retain its policy rates at record-lows on its last Monetary Board meeting 
for the year to lend support to the economy amid the threat from the Omicron variant. The local central bank kept the overnight reverse repurchase rate at 2%, while 
the overnight deposit and lending rates at all-time lows of 1.5% and 2.5%, respectively. The committee noted that it has enough scope to keep a patient hand on policy 
levers owing to a manageable inflation environment. 
 
Money supply rises in November. The country’s money supply rose by an annual 8.3% to P14.8 trillion in November. On a monthly basis, the Philippines’ domesti c 
liquidity rose by 0.5%. The government cited the better data was due to credit growth continued to improve in November. Net claims on the central government also 
increased faster by 23.9% from a revised 21.7% in October due to sustained borrowings by the National Government. Looking ahead, the BSP will ensure that domestic 
liquidity conditions continue to provide the necessary support to domestic economic activity amid downside risks to the economic recovery,  in line with its price and 
financial stability objectives. 
 
Unemployment rate eases in October. The preliminary report of the PSA’s October labor force survey (LFS) noted that the country’s unemployment rate eased to 7.4% 
compared with 8.9% in the previous round. It was the lowest jobless rate in three months or since July 2021’s 6.9%. In absolute terms, there were 3.504 million 
unemployed Filipinos in October, down from 4.255 million in September. The size of the labor force was about 47.330 million in October, down from 47.847 million in 
September. This brought the labor force participation rate to 62.6% of the working-age population in October from September’s 63.3%. 
 
Trade deficit balloons to $4.02 billion in October. The Philippines’ exports grew by 2% to $6.41 billion in October, which was a turnaround from the 0.9% drop in the 
same month last year, albeit slower than the 6.4% growth seen in September 2021. Meanwhile, the country’s imports rose by 25.1% to $10.43 billion in October, earmarking 
a reversal from the 15.9% contraction in October 2020 but slightly faster than the 24.9% import growth in September 2021. In turn, the country’s trade balance swung to 
a deficit of $4.02 billion in October, wider than the $2.05-billion shortfall recorded in the same month last year, as well as the $4 billion gap in September. Year to date, 
the trade balance ballooned to a $33.21-billion deficit, from a $20-billion gap during the same period in 2020. For the 10-month period, exports and imports jumped by 
an annual 16.1% to $62.10 billion and 29.7% to $95.31 billion, respectively. Both of which surpassed the Development Budget Coordination Committee (BDBCC) 
expectations for exports and imports to rise by 10% and 12% this year.   
 
Cash remittances hit three-month high. The country’s remittances rose by 2.4% to $2.81 billion year-on-year in October from $2.75 billion. Inflows for the month also 
jumped by 2.74% from $2.74 billion in September. Markedly, the October remittances were the highest in three months or since the $2.85 billion in July. Analysts cited 
the higher cash remittances reflected the increase in money sent by OFWs to their families in the Philippines as Christmas approaches. Remittances in the 10-month 
period reached $25.93 billion, up by 5.3% from the $24.63 billion in the same period of 2020. 
 
November GIR slightly drops to $107.7B. The country’s gross international reserves (GIR) slightly declined to $107.67 billion at end-November from the $107.89 billion 
seen in the previous month. Compared to the same period in 2020 of $104.81 billion, the country’s GIR level increased by $2.85 billion year-on-year. The BSP said the 
latest level continues to be “more than adequate external liquidity buffer equivalent” and is equivalent to 10.2 months’ worth of imports of goods and payments of 
services and primary income. 
 
BoP back to deficit in November. The Philippines’ balance of payments (BoP) position returned to a $123-million deficit from the $1.47-billion surfeit seen in November 
2020. November’s BoP position also reversed the surplus worth $1.14 billion in October. Though, this was the smallest deficit  in eight months or since the $73 million 
logged in March. For the first 11 months of 2021, the BoP posted a $353-million surplus, much smaller than the $11.786-billion surfeit in the same period of 2020. 
 
Budget deficit widens further in November. The Bureau of Treasury (BTr) reported the latest fiscal deficit stood at P128.7 billion in November, inching up 0.33% from 
last year’s P128.3 billion, and doubling the P64.3 billion gap in October. Primary spending rose 7.76% year on year to P381.5  billion meanwhile, government revenues in 
November reached P284 billion which rose 15.56% from the same month last year. In the 11 months to November, the budget deficit reached P1.33 trillion, up by 24.63% 
compared to the P1.07 trillion in the same period last year. The 11-month tally was 83% of the expected P1.6 trillion deficit for the year with total spending in November 
reaching P4.1 trillion or 11.4% higher than the P3.7 trillion spent in the same period in 2020. Meanwhile, revenue collection in the 11-month period hit P2.7 trillion, or 5.99% 
higher than last year. 
 
September FDI inflows lowest in 4 months. Foreign direct investments (FDI) climbed to $660 million in September, although this was the lowest in four months as 
the elevated number of COVID-19 cases dampened investor sentiment. According to the BSP, FDIs increased 30.4% year on year to $660 million in September from 
$506 million. However, this was down 23.8% from the $866 million in August and the lowest since the $448 million inflows seen in May.  The year-on-year increase in 
FDI net inflows reflected the low base effect and the improvement in economic activities as restrictions were gradually relaxed. For the first nine months, FDI inflows 
stood at $7.288 billion, rising 43.8% from the $5.068 billion a year ago. 
 
Hot money flows improve in end-November. According to the BSP, the Philippines’ foreign portfolio investments or “hot money” posted a net inflow of $109.56 
million last month, lower than a year earlier but reversing from two straight months of net outflow. Analysts pointed out that November was in a better position for 
business compared with other months, but threats to the investment climate remain given new coronavirus variants. In November, inflows dropped by 18% to $1.284 
billion from a year earlier, while outflows fell by 12.3% to $1.174 billion. In turn, hot money in the 11 months to November yielded a net outflow of $570 million, 85% smaller 
than the net outflow posted a year earlier. 
 
Peso finished weak in end-2021. The Philippine peso closed at P50.999/dollar last December 31, closing 6.2% weaker year-on-year, as the Federal Reserve adopted a 
more hawkish stance to deal with inflation. Analysts noted that the currency was considerably weaker than the previous  year’s close as the Federal Reserve turned 
more hawkish in its policy stance amid the lingering risk of entrenched elevated inflation in the US. Furthermore, the peso even succumbed to its weakest close of 
P51.00/$ in 21 months last December 29 amid new concerns over higher COVID-19 infections in the country. 


